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Pace Student
Vol. XI

New York, January, 1926

No. 2

A Discussion of Dividends with Particular
Reference to Stock Dividends
An especially informative article based on the graduation thesis of
Anna M. Grossman, Pace Institute, New York

HE formation and growth of the corporate the creditors of a corporation, who extend credit
form of organization has created no more to it on the faith of its invested capital, to permit
intricate problem than that of stock divi such capital to be diverted by a distribution
dends. Not only in accounting, but also in legal,
among the stockholders as dividends.
Factors regarding declaration and type of
tax, and other related fields of endeavor, the sub
ject of stock dividends has become a topic of dividend: In order to work no detriment to the
interests of the creditors, and also in order to im
continual discussion and disagreement.
It is only after an extensive study of legal pose no additional hardship on the stockholders,
opinions, court decisions, articles written by the certain factors have to be considered before deter
learned of the accounting field, and the like that mining the type of dividend to be declared (i.e.
the mind of the layman can attempt to pierce the formally authorized), and the time when it shall be
haze surrounding this subject. It is the purpose declared. Aside from the fact that there must be
of this thesis, therefore, to give a brief resume of a surplus out of which a dividend can legally be
the subject of dividends (excluding the so-called declared and paid, the following questions are
liquidating dividend and returns of capital), with usually considered before a dividend is declared:
1. Is the cash position of the company such as
particular reference to stock dividends.
A dividend is that portion of the profits and to justify a distribution of cash at the present
surplus funds of a corporation actually set apart, time?
2. What are the future prospects of the business
by a valid act of the representatives of the stock
holders, for distribution among its stockholders, itself and the general economic situation of the
according to their respective interests, payable in country? If, for example, the company is expand
cash, in property, or in stock of the corporation. ing rapidly and needs cash, which can be raised
This definition, in its various elements, will now be only at a high premium on account of external
conditions, the corporation may be justified in
considered.
Legal rules governing payment of dividends: withholding cash and in declaring another type of
The law in this state with respect to the payment dividend.
3. If a cash dividend can not be paid, and some
of dividends provides:
“No stock corporation shall declare or pay any distribution should be made to satisfy the equities
dividend which shall impair its capital or capital between present and future owners, shall a divi
stock, nor while its capital or capital stock is im dend be declared in property, in capital stock, or
paired, * * * unless the value of the assets re in stock that may later be converted into cash
maining after the payment of such dividend * * * when the cash resources of the company may be
shall be at least equal to the aggregate amount of more plentiful?
4. When earnings are unusually large, shall a
its debts and liabilities including capital or capital
stock dividend be issued as a step in the readjust
stock.”
Thus, the general rule in connection with divi ment of the capitalization? If, for example, the
dends is that dividends can be declared and paid out corporation is earning at the rate of forty per cent.
of surplus profits only—what remains after deduct on its outstanding stock, it may declare a stock
ing from the true value of all the assets of a corpora dividend in order to reduce the apparent rate of
tion, the amount of all the liabilities plus the earnings to some lower percentage. Unless this
capital stock. The reason underlying this rule is apparently large rate is brought down by a stock
that it would work a detriment to the interests of dividend, the company may incur the displeasure
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of customers who feel that they are paying too
much for the company’s product and may invite
some form of governmental action on the basis of
alleged monopoly.
Who are entitled to dividends.
In the
absence of agreement to the contrary, each stock
holder has an interest, in proportion to the amount
of his stock, in all corporate property and has a
right to share in any surplus profits arising from its
use and employment in the business of the corpora
tion. This right, insofar as the corporation is
concerned, does not depend upon the time when he
actually becomes a stockholder, but attaches when
ever he becomes a stockholder of record. Thus,
the persons entitled to receive dividends are those
who are the recorded holders at the time the stock
books are closed, although the dividends may be
payable at a future date, without regard to the
time during which the dividends were earned.
Therefore, we see that the corporation is protected
in the payment of dividends to the holders of
record in all cases except where the payment is
made in spite of notification of a transfer.
This right to receive dividends does not material
ize until the dividend has been declared by the
board of directors. Once the dividend is declared
by the directors, and notice given of such declara
tion, the stockholders’ rights thereto accrue, no
matter when the earnings were made nor the
source from which acquired. The dividend be
comes an obligation of the corporation and is
regarded as a debt which is deductible from the
corporate assets.
The board of directors is empowered with
certain rights, and its discretion is presumed to be
sound unless fraud or unreasonableness is present.
Thus, the board may deem it necessary to with
hold profits for certain reasons, which may not be
apparent to the stockholders. The courts recog
nize the soundness of the judgment of the board;
and in all cases courts of equity will not substitute
their discretion for that of the board of directors
and will not compel payment of a dividend unless
lack of discretion is proved. Then only will the
courts authorize the payment of a dividend.
Due to the fact that determination of whether a
dividend shall be declared rests entirely with the
directors, they are personally liable for any
damages that result because of illegal or improper
dividends. Each director is presumed to have had
knowledge of the character of the dividend and to
have consented thereto, if present at the meeting,
unless he has specifically dissented and has had a
notation of this fact made in the minutes.

Classification of Dividends
Before specifically treating the subject of stock
dividends, a brief outline of the classes of dividends
(excluding the so-called liquidating dividend and
returns of capital), together with their distinctions,
will be given.
Dividends are either regular or extra, and are
further divided into four classes—cash, property,
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scrip, stock. Sometimes the solution of problems
arising out of financial operations hinge upon
whether the dividend is a regular dividend or an
extra dividend, and the intention is generally
settled by the directors of the company. Large
corporations usually number their dividends and
label them as regular or extra. Sometimes the dis
tinction depends upon whether the dividends are
paid out of current earnings or out of accumulated
earnings. Extra dividends are frequently called
“melons”; and the declaration of extra stock divi
dends was stimulated by the provision in the
federal income tax laws giving the Secretary of the
Treasury power to tax undistributed surplus, as we
shall see later.
The declaration of extra dividends is a part of a
conservative policy. Frequently, when corpora
tions find profits mounting, their directors will
desire to increase the dividend rate without leading
stockholders to believe that the new rate is to be
expected in the future. In such circumstances, the
directors will declare the regular dividend and will
then declare a special or extra dividend, reserving
the right to limit further dividends to the regular
rate, without inviting the criticism of the stock
holders.
Any type of dividend, subject to the provisions
of the certificate of incorporation and the by-laws,
may be declared upon any class of stock, whether
of a par value or no-par value, with the exception
of treasury stock. Treasury stock belongs to the
corporation; the income from it, if there is any,
would be a credit to the profits of the corporation.
To pay a dividend on treasury stock would neces
sitate a charge to surplus for the dividend paid and
an immediate credit to surplus for the same
amount as the dividend received.
Cash dividend: The most common and most
popular type of dividend is a cash dividend—a
ratable distribution in cash of part of the earnings
of a corporation. Obviously, this type of dividend
requires that cash be available for such distribu
tion. However, this requisite is not always essen
tial. There are occasions when a corporation has a
surplus that it desires to distribute to its stock
holders, but has its funds tied up in non-distribut
ible or non-convertible assets. There seems to be
no reason why it is not proper to borrow money to
pay such dividends, the only question involved
being purely one of expediency; and the wisdom of
such a procedure must be based solely on financial
considerations.
Property dividend: Where a company has
property, such as securities of other companies, it
may find it expedient to distribute such property
to the stockholders through a dividend commonly
known as a property dividend. Under the federal
income tax law such dividends are taxable as
income to the recipient up to the reasonable
market value of the property received. Notable
examples of this type of dividend were the dis
tribution of Anglo-French bonds to the stock
holders of munition companies, Liberty Bond dis-
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tributions, and distributions of “liquor stocks”
shortly after the enactment of the prohibition laws.
Property dividends received in reorganiza
tion: With respect to federal income taxation, one
type of property dividend is exempt from taxation.
If a shareholder in a corporation that is a party to
reorganization receives, in pursuance of the plan of
reorganization, stock or securities in another cor
poration that is a party to the reorganization, no
profit is recognized in connection with the receipt
by him of such securities. (Treasury Department
Reg. 65, Art. 1576). The provisions of this article
apply to the case in which a corporation distributes
to its stockholders stock of another corporation as
a dividend, if it had received such stock in connec
tion with a reorganization.
The term reorganization, however, has certain
limited meanings. It means:
(a) a merger or consolidation (including the
acquisition by one corporation of at least a majority
of the voting stock and at least a majority of the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock
of another corporation, or substantially all the
properties of another corporation), or
(b) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part of
its assets to another corporation if immediately
after the transfer the transferor or its stockholders
or both are in control of the corporation to which
the assets are transferred, or
(c) a recapitalization, or
(d) a mere change in identity, form, or place of
organization, however effected.
Scrip dividend: A scrip dividend is a distri
bution paid or payable upon scrip. Scrip usually
is a promissory note of a corporation, in the form
of a certificate, bearing interest, and falling due
upon a specified future date, reciting that holders
thereof are entitled to certain privileges. Some
times, however, scrip certificates are issued for
fractional shares. For example, a corporation
declared a dividend payable in stock of the com
pany at par; and in making the distribution of
fractions of shares, issued scrip certificates there
for. These scrip certificates do not bear interest.
When a corporation without available funds
feels that it should give the stockholders of the
present the earnings of the immediate past instead
of withholding all title to these earnings for the
benefit of future stockholders, it will use the scrip
dividend, which defers time of payment of the divi
dend until cash can be accumulated. Since a
stock dividend, while it witholds the distribution
of cash, increases the amount of stock outstanding
upon which regular dividend rates can be main
tained only through increased earnings, scrip is
issued in preference to stock to distribute accumu
lated earnings, whenever the prospects do not fully
justify an expectation of larger earnings and divi
dend distributions for the future.
Stock dividend: Stock dividends are the last
class of dividends and will be taken up in greater
detail in the following paragraphs of this article.
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Stock Dividends
For over half a century, stock dividends have
been deliberated upon, but it is only since the pas
sage of the income tax law that the subject has
become one of vital interest to the general public.
Very often, the profits of a corporation are in a
form other than cash; and it is, therefore, impractic
able to declare a cash dividend. Such profits ac
cumulate and are constantly being used for invest
ment, expansion, and other purposes. In order to
adjust the capital account (capital stock account)
to include a portion of this impounded surplus, and
incidentally to withhold definitely such surplus
from distribution to the stockholders, it has become
customary to declare a “stock dividend.” This
dividend, in reality, is no more than a book adjust
ment—no portion of the assets is separated from
the common fund; nothing is distributed to the
stockholders except paper certificates that evidence
an antecedent increase in the value of the stock
holder’s capital interest as a result of accumulated
profits so absorbed in the business as to render it
impracticable to separate them for withdrawal and
distribution; it does not increase or alter the pre
existing interest of any stockholder; it merely
increases the number of the shares with a consequent
decrease of the value of each share.
Under the Revenue Act of 1921, corporations
were taxed, for the year 1922 and succeeding years,
at the rate of 12½ per cent. on their net income;
while individuals had to pay surtaxes, as high as
60 per cent., on their net income. The tendency
was, therefore, for corporations to impound this
surplus and withhold it from distribution, saving
for the individual stockholders the difference in tax.
To meet this possible evasion, the law further pro
vided that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
may tax, at the rate of 25 per cent., the net income
of any corporation that persists in accumulating an
unnecessary surplus. A large surplus, therefore,
was somewhat dangerous since it may have in
vited the 25 per cent. tax. One of the ways out of
this predicament was the declaration of a stock
dividend.
As in the case of the other types of dividends, a
stock dividend does not become the property of the
stockholders until duly declared by the board of
directors.
However, in practice, the matter
usually has to be submitted to the stockholders,
since the corporation may have to amend its
articles of incorporation to take care of the en
larged amount of authorized capital stock. Aside
from this matter, however, the procedure is the
same as that followed in the instance of other types
of dividends. The board of directors meet and, by
due resolution, set aside a portion of the surplus,
which is to be incorporated into the amount of
capital stock outstanding by the issuance of stock
certificates. Notice of the declaration of the divi
dend is given to the stockholders, either through
the mails or by publication, together with a re
quest that transfers be recorded before a certain
stated date if participation in the dividend is to be
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availed of by the transferee. When the day of
payment arrives, the new stock certificates, prop
erly signed, are forwarded to the stockholders.
In this connection, it may be of interest to state
that any dividend, once it is properly declared, can
not be revoked by the subsequent action of the
corporation unless the fact that it has been declared
has not been made public or in any way communi
cated to the stockholders. The stockholders, how
ever, may enter into an agreement with the corpora
tion to return the dividend after it has once been
declared. In this instance, even though the divi
dend is returned to the corporation, the amount of
such dividend constitutes taxable income to the
stockholders. The only exception to this rule is
the stock dividend. A stock dividend may be
rescinded at any time prior to the actual issuance
of the stock. It has been held, in addition (Holl
ingshead v. Woodward, 35 Hun 410), that directors
of a corporation may rescind their action in declar
ing a stock dividend, with the consent of the stock
holders, although the stock has already been
issued; and the amount of such dividend will not
constitute taxable income to the recipient.
In order that the entries involved in the declara
tion and the payment of a stock dividend may be
clearly in mind, they are submitted herewith:
SURPLUS
....................................................................
To STOCK DIVIDEND PAYABLE.................
To record 100 per cent. common stock dividend
declared by the Board of Directors by due resolu
tion at meeting held on ........................, 19....,
per Minutes.

xx
xx

STOCK DIVIDEND PAYABLE...............................
To CAPITAL STOCK............................................
To record issue of.......... shares of common stock,
par value $100.00 per share, in settlement of
common stock dividend declared under date of
.................................... , 19..

The effect of the above entries on the corporate
affairs is self-evident. A portion of surplus has
been withdrawn from the regular surplus and has
been permanently transferred to the capital
(capital stock) account. Thus, the capital has
been increased by an amount exactly equal to the
decrease in the surplus account.
The stockholder’s equity, however, is exactly the
same after the declaration of the stock dividend as
it was before such dividend was declared. Before,
the stockholder owned, let us say, a certificate
evidencing ownership of one share of stock of a par
value of $100, plus a proportionate share of the
surplus of the corporation of, say, $110, making a
total equity of $210 for his one share of stock.
After the declaration of the 100 per cent. stock
dividend, the stockholder has two certificates
evidencing ownership of two shares of stock of a
par value of $100 each, plus a proportionate share
of the surplus of the corporation, which now
amounts to $5.00 per share, or a total equity of
$210. Thus, while the stockholder now has two

shares of stock, the combined value thereof is
exactly equal to the value of the one share of stock
prior to the declaration of the 100 per cent. stock
dividend.
Stock subscription right not a dividend:
When a corporation decides to float a new issue of
any class of its stock, it sometimes issues stock
subscription rights to its old stockholders in order
to give them an opportunity to subscribe to the
new stock before it is placed on the market. These
subscription rights, while a benefit to the stock
holders in that they can exercise first choice as
regards subscription to the new stock, do not dis
tribute to the stockholders any portion of profits
or earnings and, therefore, do not represent a
dividend. This theory is supported by the fact
that, when stock subscription rights are issued to
stockholders, no financial entry is made on the
corporate books because the corporation does not
undertake to redeem the rights which they have
issued to the stockholders merely for the purpose
of placing the stockholders on a par with the general
public and in order to give the stockholders a
preference in the subscription to new stock.
Stock dividends in connection with life
estates: Whether a dividend is to be regarded as
income (belonging to the life-tenant) or as capital
(belonging to the remainder-man) is primarily one
which depends upon the intent of the testator.
Therefore, where the intent of the testator is clearly
set forth, such intent governs. However, it is
customary to find that the instrument of the
testator is very hazy and inconsistent. It is in the
latter cases that the courts have found it necessary
to lay down certain rules. The chief rules are as
follows:
Massachusetts rule: Whether a dividend is to
be considered income or capital is to be determined
by the substance and intent of the corporation in
declaring the dividend, as evidenced by its actions.
Therefore, regardless of the time the profits were
earned or accumulated, all stock dividends, being
considered as capital, belong to the remainder
man.
Pennsylvania rule: Whether the dividend is to
be considered income or capital depends upon the
time when the fund out of which the dividend is
made accumulated. If it is ascertained that the
fund was accumulated before the inception of the
life estate, it goes to the remainder-man; if ac
cumulated after the inception of the life estate, it
goes to the life-tenant; if accumulated partly before
and partly after the creation of the life estate, the
dividend is apportioned between the life-tenant and
the remainder-man.
Kentucky rule: A dividend declared out of
earnings, whether of stock or of cash, ordinary or
extraordinary, and regardless of the time, with
reference to the inception of the trust in the stock,
that the fund from which the dividend is made was
earned, goes to the one entitled to the income at
the time the dividend is declared.
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Most of the states, including New York State,
have adopted the Pennsylvania (or American) rule
as a basis for determining who shall receive a
dividend as between the life-tenant and the
remainder-man.
No-par value stock dividends: Thus far, most
of the material, while applicable to both par and
no-par stock in general, has applied more specifi
cally to stock dividends on par value stock. A few
words will, therefore, be devoted to no-par value
stock dividends.
As has already been stated, the purpose of a
stock dividend is not merely to increase the number
of shares of stock of the corporation, but rather
to set aside a portion of the corporate earnings
as fixed capital. In the case of dividends on
no-par value stock, the declaration and procedure
is exactly the same as in the case of dividends on
par value stock, the only exception being that a
dividend on no-par value stock is declared in terms
of a specified number of shares of no stated par
value (but of a certain assigned dollars value)
instead of a specified per cent. per share. The chief
difficulty, therefore, in connection with dividends
on no-par value stock is the determination of the
funds available. The general rule is that that
portion of the corporate capital, the reservation of
which for other corporate purposes is neither neces
sary nor reasonably desirable, is available for divi
dend declaration. The exact amount of the fund,
of course, is dependent upon the facts surrounding
the particular organization.
Taxability of stock dividends under the
Federal Income Tax Law: Since the passage of
the Federal Income Tax Law, the question of the
taxability of stock dividends has become a promi
nent factor in the continuous entanglements between
the courts and the public, and the taxing authori
ties and the taxpayers. Whether a stock dividend
made lawfully and in good faith against earnings or
profits accumulated by a corporation since March 1,
1913, is income to the stockholder, subject to taxa
tion under the Sixteenth Amendment, or is merely
a change in the form of evidence of ownership in
the assets of the corporation, has been argued in
the courts for years.
The 1916 and 1918 Revenue Acts expressly pro
vided that stock dividends should be taxable, levy
ing such tax, not on the stock dividend itself, but
upon the stockholder’s share of the undivided
profits previously accumulated by the corporation,
the tax being levied as a matter of convenience at
the time such profits become manifest through the
stock dividend.
In the case of Gibbons vs. Mahon (136 U.S. 549),
Justice Gray of the U. S. Supreme Court held that :
“A stock dividend really takes nothing from the
property of the corporation and adds nothing to
the interests of the stockholders. After such a
dividend, as before, the corporation has title in all
the corporate property; the aggregate interests
therein of all the stockholders are represented by
the whole number of shares; and the proportional
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interest of each shareholder remains the same. The
only change is in the evidence which represents
that interest, the new shares and the original
shares together representing the same proportional
interest that the original shares represented before
the issue of the new ones.”
This opinion, however, was not in connection
with the determination of the taxability of stock
dividends as income. The first definite stand of the
U. S. Supreme Court as to the taxability of stock
dividends as income was taken on March 8, 1920,
when the court handed down a decision in the case
of Macomber vs. Eisner (252 U. S. 189), stating
that a stock dividend was not taxable income to the
stockholder. This case has since been used as a
precedent in decisions involving stock dividends
and their taxability and has resulted in the inclu
sion of a clause in the Revenue Act of 1924 [Sec.
201 (f)] expressly stating that stock dividends are
not income and are, therefore, not taxable for
federal income tax purposes. In this decision it
was held that a stock dividend does not come
within the meaning of the term “income” as set
forth in the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitu
tion, it not being a “gain derived from capital,
from labor, or from both combined, provided it
be understood to include profit gained through a
sale or conversion of capital assets,” and, therefore,
not taxable by the Federal Government. The
decision discussed in great detail whether a stock
dividend was income or not, but the essence of the
most important points follows:
“Here we have the essential matter: not a gain
accruing to capital, not a growth or increment
of value in the investment; but a gain, a profit,
something of exchangeable value proceeding
from the property, severed from the capital how
ever invested or employed, and coming in, being
‘derived,’ that is, received or drawn by the
recipient (the taxpayer) for his separate use,
benefit and disposal:—that is income derived from
property. Nothing else answers the description.”
Thus, a stock dividend is not income because it
does not answer this description.
“A ‘stock dividend’ shows that the company’s
accumulated profits have been capitalized, instead
of distributed to the stockholders or retained as
surplus available for distribution in money or in
kind should opportunity offer. Far from being a
realization of profits of the stockholder, it tends
rather to postpone such realization, in that the
fund represented by the new stock has been trans
ferred from surplus to capital, and no longer is
available for actual distribution.
“The essential and controlling fact is that the
stockholder has received nothing out of the com
pany’s assets for his separate use and benefit; on
the contrary, every dollar of his original invest
ment, together with whatever accretions and ac
cumulations have resulted from employment of his
money and that of the other stockholders in the
business of the company, still remains the property
of the company, and subject to business risks which
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may result in wiping out the entire investment.
Having regard to the very truth of the matter, to
substance, and not to form, he has received nothing
that answers the definition of income within the
meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment.
“Without selling, the shareholder, unless pos
sessed of other resources, has not the wherewithal
to pay an income tax upon the dividend stock.
Nothing could more clearly show that to tax a
stock dividend is to tax a capital increase, and not
income, than this demonstration that in the nature
of things it requires conversion of capital in order
to pay the tax.”
Since a definite stand has been taken by the
U. S. Supreme Court that stock dividends are not
taxable under the Federal Income Tax Law, the
only question that has to be decided is whether a
dividend is a stock dividend or a true dividend.
The following applications of the decision in
Eisner v. Macomber case are laid down by the
Treasury Department in order to assist in the
determination of when a dividend is, for federal
income tax purposes, a stock dividend and when it
is not:
“1. Where a corporation, being authorized so to
do by the laws of the state in which it is incorpor
ated, transfers a portion of its surplus to capital
account, issues new stock representing the amount
of the surplus so transferred, and distributes the
stock so issued to its stockholders, such stock is
not income to the stockholders and the stock
holders incur no liability for income tax by reason
of its receipt.
“2. Where a corporation, being thereunto law
fully authorized, increases its capital stock, and
simultaneously declares a cash dividend equal in
amount to the increase in its capital stock, and
gives to its stockholders a real option either to
keep the money for their own or to reinvest it in
the new shares, such dividend is a cash dividend
and is income to the stockholders whether they re
invest it in the new shares or not.
“3. Where a corporation, which is not permitted
under the laws of the state in which it is incorpor
ated to issue a stock dividend, increases its capital
stock, and at the same time declares a cash divi
dend under an agreement with the stockholders to
reinvest the money so received in the new issue of
capital stock, such dividend is subject to tax as
income to the stockholder.
“4. Where a corporation, having a surplus ac
cumulated in part prior to March 1, 1913, and
being thereunto lawfully authorized, transfers to
its capital account a portion of its surplus, issues
new stock representing the amount so transferred
to the capital account and then declares a dividend
payable in part in cash and in part in shares of the
new issue of stock, that portion of the dividend
paid in cash will, to the amount of the surplus
accumulated since March 1, 1913, be deemed to
have been paid out of such surplus, and be subject
to tax, but the portion of the dividend paid in
stock will not be subject to tax as income.
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“5. A dividend, paid in stock of another corpora
tion held as part of the assets of the corporation
paying the dividend, is income to the stockholder
at the time the same is made available for distribu
tion to the full amount of the then market value
of such stock (Peabody v. Eisner, 247 U.S. 347);
and if such stock be subsequently sold by the stock
holder, the difference between its market value at
date of receipt and the price for which it is sold is
additional income or loss to him as the case may
be (T. D. 3052; C. B. Dec. 1920, p. 38).
“6. The profit derived by a stockholder upon the
sale of stock received as a dividend is income to
the stockholder and is taxable as such even though
the stock itself was not income at the time of its
receipt by the stockholder. For the purpose of
determining the amount of gain or loss derived
from the sale of stock received as a dividend or of
the stock with respect to which such dividend was
paid, the cost of each share of stock (provided both
the dividend stock and the stock with respect to
which it is issued have the same rights and prefer
ences) is the quotient of the cost of the old stock
(or its fair market value as of March 1, 1913, if
acquired prior to that date) divided by the total
number of shares of the old and new stock.
“7. Where a corporation debits its profit and
loss account and credits capital stock so that the
capital stock account equals the par value of its
outstanding shares which prior to that time had
been paid only to the extent of 80 per cent. of par
value, it has been held that the transaction con
stitutes a cash dividend (A. R. R. 1127; C. B. Dec.
1922, page 8).”
Taxability of stock dividends under the New
York State Income Tax Law: Under the New
York State Income Tax Law, a true stock dividend
is one whereby a corporation distributes new or
theretofore unissued stock among its stockholders
pro rata to represent an amount transferred on its
books from surplus or undivided profits account to
capital stock account; but does not include divi
dends paid in stock of other corporations or divi
dends paid in stock of the declaring corporation
which has once been issued and subsequently re
acquired (treasury stock). Article 64 of the
personal income tax regulations, modified after the
decision of the U. S. Supreme Court in Eisner v.
Macomber (252 U. S. 189), clearly states that
dividends paid in the stock of a corporation once
declared and issued and subsequently repurchased
and then distributed to stockholders, are to be
considered equivalent to the receipt of their value
in cash at the date of receipt by the stockholders,
and therefore taxable. (Ruling of State Tax Com
mission by J. T. Taaffe, Chief, Information Divi
sion, dated August 8, 1924).
As a result of the decision in Eisner v. Macomber,
the state comptroller amended the regulations to
conform to those of the Federal Government, to the
effect that stock dividends were not income and,
therefore, not taxable, making the addition, how
ever, that this regulation applies to a “true stock
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dividend” and does not include a stock dividend
made out of treasury stock.
This rule has, however, been reversed by a
recent decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, Third Department, on September
10, 1925, in People ex rel. Clark, relator, v.
Gilchrist, respondent, which sets forth that stock
dividends are subject to tax under the New York
State Income Tax Law. The reason underlying
this decision is that while the Federal Government
is unable to tax stock dividends as such because of
the constitutional provision regarding direct taxa
tion, the State Legislature is not hampered by these
restrictions and has the power to tax stock divi
dends as such. This case will, no doubt, be ap
pealed to the higher courts, but if this opinion of

the Appellate Division is sustained, millions of
dollars of stock dividends that have been issued
during the last few years will be taxed by New
York State.
Unsoundness of taxation of stock dividends:
The passage of any bill taxing stock dividends
would be very unsound. The tendency would be
to pay cash dividends, in order to secure lower tax
rates, and this procedure would result in the exces
sive disposition of surplus. Such a disposition of
surplus would be a violation of all sound financial
sulicies, it being “absolutely essential at all times
to pay out less than is earned and in good years to
‘plow’ in a large portion of the earnings, in order
to strengthen, the company for the inevitable lean
years.”

“Getting a Job”
Pace Institute radio talk, broadcast December 8, Station WMCA,
Alfred F. Upson, LL.M., announcing

An employee should seek first for advancement
HE Institute—Pace Institute, of 30 Church
Street, New York, Alfred F. Upson, of the in the organization of which he is a part. If his
law faculty, announcing—is giving a series of concern is large enough and progressive enough to
talks, through the courtesy of Station WMCA, offer
on him as good opportunities as he can reason
matters of self-development, employment, advance ably expect to find in another organization, it is to
ment, and saving. Among the talks already given his interest and to the interest of his concern for
was one “Getting Your Money’s Worth,” which him not to change employers.
An employee naturally becomes familiar with the
included a detailed plan of personal and household
budgeting, and one on the “Use of One’s Spare character of work and the procedures of his em
Hours—Personal Overtime—for Self-development” ployer. If he is a stenographer, he can recall from
The present talk is on “Getting a Job”—that is, his memory many things that make him more
the sale of one’s time and services for a salary or for valuable than a new stenographer would be in his
wages. It will deal especially with office and place. If he is a bookkeeper he knows the methods
business employment, in which the wages or salary of billing and collecting; he gains a familiarity with
is not fixed on a definite scale, like a union wage, but the attitude of particular customers or creditors, and
he has much confidential information that gives
is adjusted to the individual.
The points brought out are, in the main, the him a standing and advantage over a newcomer.
result of the experience of an organization affiliated If he is a salesman, he gradually builds up a knowl
with Pace Institute—Pace Agency for Placements, edge of his product that helps him in his work.
Inc., of 30 Church Street—which during the last If he is a superintendent, he has a knowledge of
fifteen years has placed many thousands of men details acquired by years of hard work.
The point is, each employee builds up a fund of
and women in salaried positions. In this talk, it is
intended to make available the results of this long knowledge that is just as much a part of his equip
experience, in order that the person who is out of a ment as is his ability to write shorthand, to keep
position and is seeking work, or the person whose books, to sell, or to manage. No matter how
position and salary are unsatisfactory, may know fortunate a change to another concern may be,
how to proceed in obtaining a suitable work there is a definite loss with respect to specific facts
and detail, which must be made good in other ways,
opportunity.
First of all, a worker should realize that he has a if a vocational profit is to be made by the change.
Because of these facts, the first rule is that one
business problem in selling or marketing his services.
A merchant makes innumerable sales and naturally should seek, by all proper means, to gain increased
gives a great deal of thought to this part of his compensation in the job he holds. The business of
business. The man who works for a salary makes getting such an increase is delicate, and calls for
one sale, which settles the matter of what he will just the same kind of sagacity as a business man
receive for a long period of time. This transaction, exercises in making an important business deal.
The employee at the outset should make an
even though it is carried out only once in a great
while, is of great importance and merits a careful intelligent size-up of the conditions in his own
concern. He should be able to do this easily because
thought.
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of his inside knowledge; but, strangely enough,
many a man does not get the real facts. I recall an
office manager who filed an application with the
Agency, and in the vocational interview given him,
it developed that he was receiving $60 a week. He
believed himself to be worth $75 a week; he needed
the money, and he wanted to obtain a position
that would pay him $75 a week.
This manager was asked how he knew he could
not, under any circumstances, receive more than
$60 a week in the position he held. He said that he
had heard his employer sometime before make the
statement that the position could never pay more
than around $3,000 a year, and he knew that there
was no use in asking for more. Inasmuch as he
was rendering an exceedingly valuable service, and
inasmuch as his employer would undoubtedly find
great difficulty in obtaining a man equally as good
for $75 a week, this applicant was advised to have
a heart-to-heart talk with his employer. He said
he was afraid to do so because it might result in his
dismissal and his possible unemployment. How
ever, he was induced to talk frankly to his employer,
and the result was that his salary was immediately
increased to $70 a week, and within a year it was
advanced to $80 a week. An interesting outcome of
this good advice was that in later years this man
became president of the large corporation that
succeeded the original business.
There is often a strange lack of frankness between
employer and employee. The employee thinks and
broods over his salary problem for months and
years; he watches for little indications of the state
of mind of his employer, and often he misinterprets
what the latter says; and the employer, on his side,
often keeps away from a business talk with his
employee through some strange kink of mind that
prevents him from talking as frankly to his own
employee as he would to an outsider in a business
transaction. •
Finally, the employee often makes his first move
by an ultimatum—he opens up the negotiation in
the unfriendly way of saying that he must have a
certain salary or he will quit. In diplomacy and in
any ordinary business trading, an ultimatum is the
last thing to be used and not the first. When the
employee thus starts his negotiation wrong end to,
he immediately gets his employer in an antagonistic
frame of mind, and the negotiation is likely to be
handled as if the interests of the two were antago
nistic and not common and friendly. Why shouldn’t
a salary matter, in the name of common sense, be
discussed occasionally in an easy and matter-offact way between an employer and an employee?
Such a discussion is always worth-while. Why
should an employee lose the benefit of a knowledge
gained by long experience and take chances in a new
concern about which he knows little or nothing?
And why should an employer suffer the loss and
annoyance of breaking in a new man when it is
possible to retain the trained employee?
If a change is really desirable, it can usually be
brought about in a pleasant way, and the employee
can usually obtain the cordial help and assistance
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of his employer. Both the employer and the em
ployee should get their facts straight, and then
occasionally, possibly once a year, they should sit
down and talk the mutual problem of salary over
with the thought that the problem is a mutual one,
and one that must be worked out on a basis that
will be satisfactory to both sides.
The moral of the famous lecture on “Acres of
Diamonds” should not be forgotten by the em
ployee. It is easy for one to travel far in the quest
of fortune and to miss digging up the diamonds in
his own back yard. Much glamour often attaches
to a job in another organization or to a location in
another city or country, which disappears when one
gets into the job and learns the disagreeable features
connected with it.
Remember that any job, anywhere, at any time,
has undesirable things about it, for some of the
work will be disagreeable, the ways of some of the
people with whom you come in contact will not
appeal to you, and every job, like every business,
has a trouble department. The first move, there
fore, is to improve the earning condition, if it is at all
possible, in the position you already hold.
A change of position, however, is oftentimes
justifiable, and in many cases highly desirable. A
man who has capacity for development, and who
seeks bigger responsibilities, may be absolutely
blocked by the size of the business, by its lack of
growth, or by the fact that there are only one or
two positions ahead of him, each of which is filled by
a person who gives promise of being indefinitely on
the job. In other cases, the methods of a concern
may be altogether distasteful from the viewpoint of
an individual. The employer may, as a matter of
policy, concede nothing to employees, except that
which he is forced to give; his business ways may
lie in the twilight zone between sound practice and
disreputable practice; and, for one or more of these
reasons, an employee may conclude that a change is
imperative, and when this decision is reached, no
time should be lost in looking for a new and more
suitable opening.
Three specific methods are open to the person
who desires to make a change of position. He may
insert an advertisement on his own behalf in the
classified columns of a newspaper, in which he
states briefly his qualifications and the fact that he
seeks a position. He may answer advertisements
inserted by employers who seek employees, in the
hope that he will be accorded a personal interview.
Or he may register with a reputable employment or
placement agency, in the hope that a suitable open
ing will be brought to his attention.
No matter what the method may be, it should be
remembered that practically no one is employed
except upon the basis of a personal interview.
Therefore, the candidate must, in all his efforts,
work for the privilege of a personal interview; arid
he must be available quickly for any interview that
may be granted by a possible employer. If an
employee is holding a position and it is impracti
cable for him to be away from his office during
ordinary business hours, the matter is rendered
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more difficult, as his interviews must be arranged
at lunch time or early in the morning or late in the
afternoon.
Any one who seeks employment from a distance,
as happens when, for example, a person living and
working in the upper part of the state or at any
considerable distance from New York City, seeks a
position in the city, he should bear in mind that
employment is rarely made upon a “sight unseen”
basis. Moreover, an employer in New York City
who has on his desk an application from someone
who lives in the city and an equally attractive
application from someone who lives at a distance,
will almost invariably accord the interview to
the applicant near at hand. He does this because
he prefers someone with city experience, and he
does not like to assume the responsibility of having
the distant person incur the expense of coming to
the city for an interview. It follows, therefore, that
a person at a distance who seeks employment in
the city should come to the city during his vacation
or at some other time and be on hand for possible
interviews. Otherwise, his chances of obtaining
employment are very much reduced.
In writing an advertisement or in answering one,
very full and detailed statement of one’s abilities
and experiences is generally non-productive. Of
course, in answering an advertisement the informa
tion called for should be given in succinct form; but
the preparation of several pages of detailed record
is not desirable. I have even known a man to print
a booklet, in which his own abilities were set forth
in detail. Too much care in this matter makes the
applicant look like a professional job-hunter and
does not help his case. After all, the employment
will be made on the basis of a personal interview;
and it is best to know, to some extent, the personal
views of the employer before one states in too great
detail the facts with reference to his personal
experiences.
A business man usually likes brief, concise state
ments. Therefore, in writing a letter of application,
a long and colorful letter should be avoided. A
one-page letter, carefully typed, free from fantastic
construction, suffices. Too many applicants make
the mistake of working up what is presumed to be a
clever selling letter with grotesque paragraphing,
and some startling statement at the beginning of
the letter to arrest attention. A business man
usually does not receive correspondence in this
form, and more often than not, the extreme art of
the professional letter-writer is entirely lost upon
him.
As in letter-writing, so in the interview, the
business man is favorably impressed by a frank
and straightforward manner.
The statements
should be brief and to the point, and the employee
should allow the business man to bring out some of
the facts by questioning; particularly, the applicant
should avoid the appearance of selling. Of course,
the applicant’s attitude must be governed somewhat
by his occupation. An accountant or a book
keeper, or even a stenographer, would not be
expected by the average business man to do as
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free and colorful talking as a salesman. The
business man, it should be remembered, is a very
hard-headed individual who is accustomed to
transact business with all sorts of persons and
employees of many kinds. He is usually able to
distinguish between fact and bluff and between a
pose and a genuine attitude. The applicant, there
fore, should conduct an interview on the basis of
what he really is as he can not hope to obtain and
to hold a position on any other basis than that
justified by his abilities.
When it comes to salary, the prospective em
ployer will most certainly want to know what the
candidate is earning or has earned, and the facts
must be forthcoming on this important point. If
the candidate is out of a position, the prospective
employer will usually try to hire him for an amount
not exceeding his last salary or even less. If a
candidate is holding a position, the employer will
usually expect to pay him something more than
the salary he is receiving. Due to this attitude of
mind, a man in a position has a better opportunity
for increasing his salary elsewhere than a man who
is out of a job has of excelling his last salary—an
important point that should be kept in mind.
The person out of a position, of course, has a better
opportunity for interviews, but from the negotiating
viewpoint, his position is weaker than that of the
man who has employment.
In a personal interview, matters of dress and
bearing are as important as the talk of the applicant.
It is always safer for the applicant to dress quietly;
and, of course, if he is seeking business employment,
he should be careful to have his shoes shined, his
trousers creased, his nails manicured, and his face
cleanly shaved. Care in these matters never oper
ates against a man, while lack of care almost
certainly creates a down-and-out and unfavorable
impression. Many an opportunity has been lost
because of the careless habit of the applicant with
respect to one or more of these matters. Just as
surely, excessive care in dressing brings the in
dividual into the class of the fop or dandy and is
objectionable to the business man and operates
against the applicant.
When employment is obtained, the incoming
employee must use every means to convince his
employer of his interest in the business. Many an
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employee makes the mistake of detaching himself
from the interests of the business and of dropping
into a more or less disinterested frame of mind.
An employee should avoid every appearance of dis
interest. He should not create the impression that
he is dissatisfied or that he is considering a change
of position. As long as he stays, he should feel that
his business interests are with the concern by which
he is employed, and he should lose no opportunity
to make his employer aware of his own personal
loyalty. An employer, after all, is only human;
and he is supported and comforted by the em
ployees upon whom he can place dependence and
those whom he thinks are not likely to leave him
the minute an opportunity is afforded for earning a
few dollars a month more in some other position.
An atmosphere of loyalty can thus be created, even
though the employer and employee periodically
discuss, in a frank and intimate way, in the manner
heretofore suggested, the salary problem.
In seeking a position, the candidate may use, if
he chooses, all three of the procedures indicated.
He may advertise himself; he may answer adver
tisements; and he may file an application with an
agency. The most productive plan of the three in
many instances is to work with one or more
reputable placement agencies. The reason for this
is that an agency is a clearing-house for worth
while positions, and many large concerns depend
almost entirely upon agencies to obtain people for
positions. An agency conducted on vocational lines
interviews an applicant very carefully; and when a
call comes in, the records of the candidates who
seem to be best suited for the position are sent to
the prospective employer for his consideration.
After looking over these records, personal interviews
are granted to those that seem most likely to meet
the requirements. The large business organizations
adopt this procedure because it saves them the
trouble and expense of advertising, and it also
relieves them from a great deal of interviewing,
which they feel can be better carried out for them
by the experts employed in the agency.
From the employee’s viewpoint, he often receives
valuable advice on his vocational problem, and a
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certain amount of publicity is avoided that may
come about through answering advertisements or
from inserting an advertisement. However, it is
often advisable for the applicant to use every means
at hand in order to obtain a suitable opportunity.
The broader the field he covers, the more likely
he is to turn up a position that will best suit his
particular needs and abilities.
Remember then that marketing your services is
usually your one big selling problem; that your best
opportunity is found within your own organization,
provided conditions do not exist that make it
entirely out of the question for you to continue
with your employer; that if a change is necessary,
you can seek it by advertising, by answering
advertisements, or by filing an application with an
organization, such as the Pace Agency; that you
must expect to obtain employment only by per
sonal interview; and that your letter of application
for such an interview and your speech and manner
at the interview must be such as will impress
favorably the business man; and, finally, that all
matters of salary negotiation between employer
and employee should be frankly and fully discussed
periodically, in order to avoid the losses and dif
ficulties that come from the employer and employee
working at cross-purposes.
Finally, leave your old position in a decent
manner. Do your duty by your former employer
whether he appreciates it or not. Your new
employer will respect you for this attitude for he
sees in it a possible future safeguard for his own
interests, and your vocational record will be clear
and in order. Start well by quitting well.
The Institute—Pace Institute, 30 Church Street
—through its counsellors and faculty, is always
willing to consider the vocational problem of a
listener-in. Write freely and frankly to the Insti
tute, 30 Church Street, New York, or to Station
WMCA, Hotel McAlpin.
Alfred F. Upson, of the law faculty of Pace
Institute, 30 Church Street, announcing on behalf
of the Institute in its program of service to the
public, on the air and by public lectures and forums
at the Institute.

The Accountant’s Service to the Management
By H. L. Gibson, Pace graduate, Secretary of the American Manufacturers
Foreign Credit Underwriters, Inc.

HERE is a growing tendency on the part of
industrial managers to criticize the methods
of both private accountants and public
accountants. Such criticisms take the form of the
following complaints:
1. Statements too involved and too technical.
2. Meaningless statements and reports.
3. Shortsighted viewpoint on part of the ac
countant.

T

4. Lack of significant information.
5. Reports delayed to such an extent that they
are valueless.
6. System and detail carried out to the point
of inefficiency.
To a certain extent these criticisms are justified.
Accountancy in the past few years has developed
into a profession that must meet the complexities
of modern industrial organizations and requires
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many years of careful study and application to
master it. By the very nature of the work and the
accountant’s zest to master his problems, he is apt
to lose sight of the real service he should render.
The functions of the treasurer and the accountant
are so closely related that for the purpose of this
discussion they will be combined and defined as
the responsibility for the economical and efficient
use of the capital in the business. If the set-up of
the organization does not delegate authority to the
accountant to act on such matters, he should at
least make it his duty and responsibility to bring
them before the management for action.
By constantly reviewing the experiences of the
company as expressed in figures, the accountant is
in the best position to note significant changes, and
it should be his chief function to bring them to the
attention of the management. In doing so, the
technique of presentation is of greatest importance,
as the special statements and reports should be
concise and to the point, bringing out clearly the
objective in mind. It is not a question of how much
the accountant knows, but what is valuable to the
company and how it is presented. The reports
should be predigested before presentation, as this
is the duty and training of the accountant and not
of the officers or management, who may or may not
be trained in technical analysis. Even if the officers
are trained in this work, their time is more valuable
to the company on other matters than it would be
in analyzing financial statements and reports.
There are measures of the financial efficiency just
as there are measures of operating and production
efficiency. Some of the measures may be mentioned
as the cost of borrowed capital, turnover of in
ventories, relation of gross profits and net profits to
sales, disposition of profits showing the amounts re
tained in the business, and the like. The significant
measures of financial efficiency should be standard
ized for the particular business and should be
reviewed from time to time together with such
other indicators as may arise from changing con
ditions. The people who are constantly in touch
with the figures and review them daily are well
equipped to forecast unfavorable results or to see
that the proper relation between volume of business
and expenses is maintained. It is well known that
expenses and overhead have a tendency to increase
from year to year without conscious knowledge on
the part of those who are living with them daily.
Such increases are immediately disclosed by com
parative figures and if not consistent with the
growth of the business they may be quite detri
mental unless checked in time.
By comparing past results with desired results,
the foundation for development is formed. The
problem then becomes one of finding ways and means
of obtaining these desired results. If the past results
are first compared with the results of the com
petitors the comparative weakness and general
standing of the business is brought out; and if pos
sible improvements for the ensuing year are then
determined upon, a very definite goal is furnished,
or the true function of the budget is accomplished.
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All of the preliminary work for such a plan right
fully belongs to the accountant, and the results to
be sought are best determined by the accountant in
conjunction with the management.
In the final analysis, the object of any system is
efficiency—that is, obtaining the necessary informa
tion with the least possible effort and expense. If
the accountant is allowed to get the viewpoint of
the management, he is better able to determine just
what information is useful and whether the results
will warrant the expense of obtaining it. This
attitude will preclude the laying out of extensive
systems simply for the sake of seeing how much
data can be compiled, whether useful or not, and
also the allowing of a system to become so involved
that its cost of operation defeats the very object of
its creation.
Such are the true functions of the accountant, and
only by performing them can he render a real service
to his management. He should adapt himself to
the business and not feel that the business should be
adapted to his particular accounting methods; and
the management should make his position more
than the mere mechanical recording of entries and
the balancing of books,
Nearly all matters of change in policy are based
on past experience and it is again in this connection
that the accountant is able to be of assistance with
his figures and statistics. It must be remembered
that he is constantly dealing with the negative side
of the business in acting as a buffer to the ever in
creasing appropriations. If the accountant is taken
into the confidence of the management to the ex
tent of having a voice in the policy of the business,
he will be better able to understand operations as a
whole. By the same method, the sales, production,
and purchasing ends of the business obtain a
clearer understanding of the problems of the
financial branch, and better cooperation will be
obtained all around. Take, for example, the sales
manager who has been accustomed to almost un
limited appropriations, but who has been excluded
from the workings of the financial department. If
this sales manager is allowed to acquaint himself
with the accountant’s problems, he will be far more
willing to curtail his expenditures to conform with
the temporary conditions of the business. Such a
common working basis will tend to correct the lack
of harmony which frequently exists between the
various managers, and which sometimes develops
to the point of acute friction.
The argument is sometimes used that these
various managers should not be entrusted with the
financial “secrets” of the company. The success of
any enterprise is largely due to the personnel and if
the executives responsible for the major functions
cannot be taken into the confidence of the business
as a whole, they are not entitled to their positions.
Otherwise they cannot function properly and to the
best interests of the company.
Ability to pick out from the volume of trans
actions constantly passing through in the course of
operations the significant matters that should be
(Continued on page 31)
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“Overtime Study”
Pace Institute radio talk, broadcast November 24,
Allred F. Upson, LL.M., announcing

OW shall I study efficiently?”— an intimate and practical way, I shall
this question puzzles many a talk to this point-—shall give, in sum,
grown-up in these days of over the friendly counsel that we have often
time study. The Institute—Pace
In
extended
to students engaged in over
stitute, of 30 Church Street, New York time study.
—Alfred F. Upson of the Law Faculty
First, take careful inventory of your
speaking—will tonight give a word of educational assets. Look well to your
friendly advice based on its experiences academic foundation. What foundation
in the instruction of thousands of do you possess in English, in which you
must express yourself, in spoken word or
evening-school students.
Overtime study—that is, study carried in writing, from day to day? Is the
on in conjunction with one’s daily tasks history of the world a confused blur to
—is distinctly an American character you? Do you have a knowledge of the
istic. In every city in the country, day essential principles of economics? Have
time workers are found in evening-time you knowledge of one or more of the
classes, bent to the task of acquiring, natural sciences? Take stock also of
among other things, a better knowledge your technical education. In this day of
of English and other academic subjects; specialization, have you acquired techni
a familiarity with foreign languages; and cal mastery of some subject of less
a mastery of shorthand, drafting, shop importance, such as shorthand, book
work, bookkeeping, accounting, law, keeping, drafting, or filing? When the
engineering, and other technical subjects. inventory is fully and completely made,
And when, because of location in country map out, with due regard to both cul
or village, face to face contacts with tural and technical development, a
instructors in the classroom are out of course of study that you can carry along
the question, enrollment is often made as an ordinary part of your daily duties.
in correspondence instruction. Every
Second, figure out how much timewhere in America, to an extent unknown how many hours a week—you can devote
in any other country, this condition of to study. Do this carefully, making due
overtime study is found—the nation, allowance for the demands of your busi
young and old, is going to school. This ness position, of recreation, and of sleep.
general study is not the result of momen It is easy for all of us to be carried away
tary inspiration, but is a well settled and by the first flush of enthusiasm for the
continuing procedure of our daily life—a attainment of a desirable goal. Begin
study habit that grows out of the great ning well is very important, but finishing
American urge for self-development and well is much more important. The
ability to finish what you have under
progress.
This general condition of overtime taken—no matter what it may be—is
study means much for America in the measured, to a large degree, by the
great drive for the trade and commerce sound judgment you show in deciding
of the world. The fact that our large upon what to undertake. Even then,
business organizations operate educa you will have to fight against periods of
tional courses, as well as refineries and discouragement and indifference; but if
mills and trains, tells its own story of you have not attempted too much, you
progress. Where in all the world out will be able to overcome these tempera
side of America will there be found mental set-backs and carry on your
50,000 men and women continuously educational program to completion. So,
engaged in the study of the principles of in the words of a homely maxim, “Bite
business administration and accounting? off only what you can chew and digest.”
Certainly the possession on the part of If practicable, enroll for regular instruc
our citizens of a scientific knowledge of tion in a school—private school, evening
costs and capitalization, and of the high school, or university. Select the
economic principles governing produc course and the school best fitted to your
tion and distribution, is an asset beyond needs. You will be sustained in your
calculation in dollars. With nations, as study by contacts with your instructors
with individuals, energy directed by and with your fellow students.
knowledge wins out over energy blindly
Third, after you have computed the
exerted. The energy of America, more number of hours you can spend weekly
than ever before, is being directed on the in study, set them aside definitely on the
basis of scientific knowledge; and this basis of every evening or of certain speci
condition is due largely to the study fied evenings every week—so many
habit of its citizens.
hours for Monday evening, so many for
The Institute—Pace Institute, 30 Wednesday evening, and so on. Be
Church Street, New York—believes, exact in framing your study schedule.
therefore, that the question first stated, If you are to study one hour on Wednes
“How shall I study efficiently?” is dis day evening, let us say, set aside the
tinctly an American question—a ques hour—7:30 to 8:30; 9:15 to 10:15; or
tion that many a listener-in has definitely whatever the hour is that suits your
put to himself or to others. Hence, in needs and conditions. Then stick to
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your schedule, beginning your work on
the dot and not finishing till the appor
tioned time is up. Make a study chart
for a month or term of study and check
off your study periods as you progress,
noting in red every failure to make good
on a study period.
Fourth, before telling you how to
study, there is just a word I wish to say
about getting ready to study. Refresh
yourself physically a little before dinner.
A brisk walk is good; so is a cold plunge;
so are systematic breathing and bodily
exercises. Don’t eat too much—most
people do, you know. Eat slowly,
masticating your food thoroughly. Con
verse with others at the table on con
genial subjects. Laugh and forget the
cares of the office—they will keep till the
next day. After dinner, read a short
story or two or a chapter from an
interesting book. Then, when your
study hour comes, you will find your
self mentally and physically aglow,
ready to go at your lesson with en
thusiasm.
Fifth, when you begin to study, go off
by yourself and study; concentrate.
Don’t talk and dawdle and fritter your
time away. Permit no interruptions
except in case of an extraordinary emer
gency. I say concentrate. Put your
whole mind on what you are studying,
particularly on the laws, principles, and
procedures explained in the lesson. Try
to understand why certain things are so
and how they work out in actual busi
ness. Study the illustrative examples
with this end in view, not as an end in
themselves. Do not waste time in
trying to memorize the words of the book
or lesson pamphlet, except possibly a
definition here and there. Get at the
meaning, first, last, and all the time.
Sixth, interpret the new theory you
learn in terms of what you already know
—the results of your own thinking,
observation, and experience. Ask your
self questions like the following: “Can
the principle of a topic sentence be used
in this paragraph?” “Is there a relation
between the establishment of the United
States Bank in the early history of the
country and the establishment of the
Federal Reserve System?” “Is this plan
being carried out in our office?” “Would
it be desirable to try out this device in
our accounting department?” “Did the
secretary have this principle in mind
when he issued his special instructions
yesterday?” “Would not a corporation
be better for our business than a partner
ship?” Study, then apply, keep on
applying. Three or four pages studied in
this way will develop you a thousand
times more than merely reading half a
dozen chapters. Develop and strengthen
what psychologists call your “appercep
tive mass”—that part of the brain
which ties up new thoughts and impres
sions with old thoughts and impressions.
Seventh, to master a principle, or to
think you have mastered it, once is not
enough. Review it. Attack it from
fresh angles, and see how it works out.
Note its defects if it has any. Enforce
its truth with examples supplementing
those in the text. Reach your own
conclusion about it, differing with what
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your printed lesson says if necessary.
This is the way to develop the scrutiniz
ing, analytical, appraising habit of mind
which marks all men holding responsible
executive positions.
Eighth, having mentally taken in a
principle, give it out again colored by
your own viewpoint and your own
language. Explain it to your friends and
associates if they are interested. Dis
cuss it with them. Welcome an argu
ment about it, and try to convince them
that you are correct. Write about it,
marshalling your facts and your examples
in orderly fashion. Bear in mind all the
time that somebody else just as keen as
you are, perhaps a little keener, is looking
for loopholes through which to attack
your position. By this method you will
develop the ability to see all sides of a
question before taking a definite stand
on matters that arise in one’s everyday
affairs—such matters as the purchase
and sale of property, the acceptance of a
position, or the adoption of a business
plan or policy. And you will also grow
in the power to explain what you know
to others clearly, tersely, and logically—
an asset of tremendous value to any man
who wishes to attain exceptional success
in the workaday affairs of life.
I have given you a few suggestions as
to how you can rid your study-methods
of mind-waste and time-waste, how you
can make your time, your effort, and the
money-cost of your studies really pro
duce. I have tried to be definite and
specific—qualities that belong to an
efficiency program of any kind. Of
course, many more things might be said,
but what has been given is enough for a
beginning; and these points will work—
they have worked in the cases of
hundreds of other students. Give them
a fair trial, and measure the growth in
your reasoning power at the end of three
or four months, say. Begin now.
Many wives have congratulated me
on calling attention, in my talk of a
week ago, “Getting Your Money’s
Worth,” to the fact that women, gener
ally speaking, are better buyers than
men. Many husbands have accused me
of taking sides in a controversial matter
and have cautioned me to go a bit slow
in giving voice to such dangerous doc

trines through the family loud-speaker.
However, I hold to my original ideas,
and the Institute can still supply a copy
of the talk to wives and others who wish
documentary proof of our position—
apply to Station WMCA, Hotel Mc
Alpin, or to Pace Institute, 30 Church
Street. An interesting booklet on this
evening’s subject—Your Personal Over
time—will also be supplied upon request
—just ask Pace Institute, 30 Church
Street, or Station WMCA, Hotel Mc
Alpin, for a copy of “Your Personal
Overtime.” Remember, listeners-in, to
join our circle a week from to-night—
Tuesday evening, December 1st, at
eight o’clock for a worthwhile 15-minute
period.
Just to show that the Institute still
holds a brief for the wife—for the help
mate who holds an all-important place
in the study program of many a man—
I shall repeat in conclusion a little edi
torial from The Pace Student:
“Here’s to the wee wifie, the game
little lady who stimulates and encourages
her tired student-hubby in his upward
climb to success—the thrifty helpmate
whose nimble fingers help along by
making ‘auld claes look amaist as weel’s
the new.’ Envy the man who is thus
supported. No matter what the final
result of his effort may be, no circum
stance can take from him a great reward
—the understanding, the comradeship,
the love that is the product of selfsacrificing cooperation. And some day,
wifie dear, we shall have the bungalow
with the hard-wood floors and the den
and the sleeping porch and the vacuum
cleaner—yes, and the car, too; and you
you shall drive it—sure you can!”
LEWIS WINTERMUTE, C.P.A., an
nounces that he has admitted to partner
ship his associates, CLAUDE A. PAUL
EY and ROBERT W. AGLER, and
that practice will hereafter be conducted
under the firm name of Wintermute,
Pauley and Agler, with offices at 1519
Guardian Building, Cleveland.

H. V. ROBERTSON & Co. announce the
removal of their offices to 705-6-7
Amarillo building, Amarillo, Texas.

Pace Agency
For Placements, Inc.
A Distinctive Placement Service
For Employers and Employees
Telephone Cortlandt 1465

30 Church Street

:

New York City
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A High-School Man
Expresses His Views
HE views of an advanced student at
Pace on the value of high school
education will be of interest to
many readers. The following is an ex
tract from a letter written by such a
student to his high-school principal.
“I am of the opinion that my fellow
alumni will all join me in the conviction
that the value and the benefits they de
rived while at high school were not fully
appreciated by them until after they had
graduated. This is unfortunate but
true, not only with those graduates who
continue their schooling in higher institu
tions, but also with those who settle
down in one occupation or another for
which they think themselves best fitted.
“Upon completion of my high school
course, I had the honor of being the
recipient of the annual scholarship
awarded by Pace Institute of New York
to commercial students, and it is my
experience while at that Institute and
in New York that I shall try to recapitu
late for the possible benefit of com
mercial students. That is, there are
probably many seniors who contemplate
pursuing the further study of commercial
subjects in higher institutions of learn
ing and undoubtedly many more who
are unsettled as to their future. With
this assumption in mind, I believe that
my experience, although rather limited as
yet, may be beneficial.
“The knowledge of stenography and
typewriting was of great benefit in secur
ing my first position. At present my
employment consists of accountancy
work under a prominent New York
C.P.A. Such a position is not only bene
ficial but actually necessary for one to
have who contemplates becoming a
public practitioner of accountancy.
“For the student who comes to New
York with the intention of continuing
his studies and at the same time engaging
in some particular commercial occupa
tion for which he may be especially
adapted, it seems to me that Pace is an
ideal school. The convenience and the
unusually pleasant environment of the
institution contrast greatly with the
monotony and lonesomeness that befall
a student studying and working at the
same time. At present I am completing
my senior year at Pace Institute. My
program both at school and at work is
so arranged as to provide ample time
for study and diversion.
“Undoubtedly there will be some who,
upon coming to New York, will find con
ditions in general not the same as I have
portrayed them. To those, I would
apply that old adage, “What is one
man’s food may be another’s poison.”
In other words, it rarely happens that
various people share the same feelings.
As for myself, I am well pleased with the
education and economic progress that I
have made during my short stay.”

T

R. G. RANKIN & Co. announce the
opening of a Buffalo office in the Liberty
bank building, under the management of
C. M. Burlingame.
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No-par Value Capital Stock
By Cyril N. Bullock, C. P. A.,
Assistant Manager of the Detroit Office of Haskins & Sells
HE first law providing for the
issuance of capital stock without
No-par Value Capital Stock
par value was passed in the State of
New York, in the year 1912. Sinceis always an intricate subject
to deal with. The Pace Stu
that date many of the States have
dent, at various time in the
passed laws, similar in many respects
past, has published articles on
to the law in New York, giving corpora
this subject. The following
tions the right to issue no-par stocks
article, we believe, deals with
of different classes. The use by corpora
some interesting phases of
tions of no-par stocks as a part of capital
no-par value capital stock.
structure is gaining in favor each year;
The article is reprinted from
but, notwithstanding the experience
the November issue of the
of the past, there is still much to be
Detroit Accountancy News.
learned.
Cyril N. Bullock, C.P.A., the
No-par value stock is the evolvement
author, a graduate of Pace
of conditions, still existent, which made
Institute, and assistant man
it desirable, if not necessary, to divorce
ager of the Detroit offices of
from shares of capital stock the thought
Haskins & Sells is well known
or idea of a fixed value. Often at the
to many Pace Student readers.
time of incorporation and in each
—The Editor.
instance in the case of going concerns,
fixed or par values are impractical and
in a sense meaningless.
value shares may be sold to obtain the
Obtaining Working Capital
necessary capital to finance operations.
Assume the case of an individual who The purchasers of stock for cash acquire
has developed a new product for the an undivided interest in the patent rights
market, and who wishes to form a cor and the individual who developed the
poration for the manufacture and sale product acquires an undivided interest
of the product. With respect to the in the cash collected or the assets pur
capital required to finance operations— chased with it. It is not necessary to
if the capital structure of the corpora set up an estimated value for items the
tion so formed is composed of par value real value of which in many cases cannot
common stock, it becomes necessary to be computed.
determine the relative value of the
Value of Stock
patents or rights to manufacture, until
With reference to a corporation en
the point is reached at which the product gaged in enterprise, par values placed on
can be marketed on a profitable basis. common capital stock are almost mean
Such problems are usually solved by ingless. The case of any corporation
estimating the finances necessary to will serve as an example. The equity
continue productive operations until of the common stockholders is the dif
the business is self-supporting and then ference between total assets and liabili
declaring the patents to be worth an ties plus preferred stock, or in other
amount in excess of that estimated sum, words the sum of common capital stock
so that control of the corporation will be and surplus. Surplus, which is one of
vested in the individual who developed the factors influencing the value of com
the product. The value of the patents mon stock, is a constantly changing
for which capital stock is issued is not factor and the value of common capital
primarily based on the probable profits stock must, therefore, be and is changed
to be derived from the sale of the product by these fluctuations in surplus. The
to be manufactured under the particular par value of common stock under these
patent, but is based on the estimated ex conditions, except as a coincidence,
penditure required to carry on productive never reflects the actual value. A com
operations to a certain point. On this parison of stock exchange values of
basis the value placed on the patents common stocks, which are market values,
for a product requiring involved and with par values will also disclose the im
expensive manufacturing processes would practicability of fixing par values for
be greater than placed on the patents for common stock.
another product inexpensive to manu
Stocks of no-par value are popular
facture. The development work and because of the flexibility afforded in their
probable profits to be derived from the application to particular conditions.
last mentioned might be considerably The impression that a share of common
more extensive.
stock represents or is identified with a
Capital stock of no-par value elimi
constant or fixed value is eliminated from
nates the necessity for declaring such, no-par value stock.
shall we say, fictitious values. A num
Objections Raised
ber of no-par shares may be issued in
Some objections are raised against
consideration of the assignment of pat
ent rights for which no value in dollars is no-par value stock because of the ease
set up on the books. Other no-par with which it may be improperly manipu

T

lated to fit feigned conditions. This is
perhaps true, but to no greater extent
than with stocks carrying par values. A
purchaser of common stock, whether it
carry a par value or not, should inquire
into the probable disposition which has
been made or will be made of the
authorized shares. If many or a major
ity of such shares have been or are to be
issued for intangible or other assets of
use only to the particular firm, the in
vestor may obtain that information if
he seeks it. The doctrine of caveat emp
tor prevails under any condition.
In some states corporations are granted
the privilege of issuing non-par value
preferred stock. There, apparently, are
no objections of great import to the
issuance of such stocks if precaution is
taken against possible critical situations
which might arise.
Treatment of Preferred Stock
Preferred stock is relatively a liability
in comparison with common stock, in
that at the time preferred stock is re
tired the preferred stockholders are to
be paid a definite sum per share regard
less of the effect on the equity of com
mon stockholders. Dangerous situa
tions might arise from this preferment
if the preferred stockholders were per
mitted to purchase their stock at too
great a discount from the eventual re
tirement price. The discount as well
as the dividends payable on preferred
stock reduce the equity of common stock
holders and if the discounts were in ex
cess of a reasonable amount, common
stockholders would be justified in
starting suit in an effort to preserve for
themselves their jointly held property.
The danger resulting from the issuance
of no-par value preferred stock arises at
the point where the equities of preferred
and common stockholders cross. The
case cited is only one of many conditions
which might develop under different
circumstances.
Allocation of Surplus
Some corporations at the time of is
suance of no-par value stock have erred
in assigning the entire surplus to common
stock, which is usually done on the
theory that it belongs to common stock
holders. This procedure is not good
practice because it has the effect of
leaving no surplus available, against
which to charge the losses of unprofit
able years, if such should be experienced
immediately after the surplus had been so
transferred. Also no surplus is available
for dividends except such surplus as may
be created by current earnings. An
advantage through increased credit is
gained, however, in assigning relatively
large amounts to capital. Capital may
not be used to pay dividends and
creditors have the assurance that such
amounts as are shown as capital will
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remain for continuous use in the business.
The laws in some states make it man
datory that at least a minimum amount
of stockholders’ equity shall be set aside
and designated as “stated” capital.
Stated capital is not intended to repre
sent the amount received from the sale
of stock but rather the amount available
for doing business. In preparing finan
cial statements for corporations with
no-par value stock outstanding it is im
perative that the amount shown thereon
as stated capital be not in excess of the
correct amount. Such statements might
later be published and individuals or
concerns doing business with the cor
poration on the basis of such statement
would expect the stated capital to be as
shown.
Under this circumstance it
might be necessary for the corporation
to increase its stated capital to the
amount shown by the statement which
might seriously affect its dividend policy.
The foregoing is not intended to cover
more than a few facts pertaining to nopar value capital stock. Such stock is
being issued extensively throughout
the country, and for that reason it has
become a subject for study by the ac
countant and the investor.
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Regional Meetings, American
Institute of Accountants

AX and tax legislation were the Missouri, Kansas, and Kentucky was
subjects under discussion at the held at the Hotel Drake, Chicago, on
ninth regional meeting of the Amer November 17.
of the contemplated changes
ican Institute of Accountants for the disBecause

trict comprising Western New York, in the Federal tax laws, and the general
Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, interest that is being displayed with re
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. The meet gard to Federal and State taxation by
ing was held at the Indianapolis Athletic accountants and the public generally,
Club, Indianapolis, Indiana on Nov tax legislation and procedure with respect
to all classes of tax matters were chosen
ember 16.
The morning session of the meeting as the general subjects of the meeting.
The Honorable Francis X. Busch,
was opened by the Honorable Ed.
Jackson, governor of Indiana, who corporation counsel of the city of
delivered the address of welcome. A. P. Chicago, opened the meeting and the
Richardson, secretary of the American morning session with an address of wel
Institute of Accountants, then spoke a come. Following his talk, “The Trend
few words on the work of the Institute. of Modern Accountancy” was discussed
Following his talk, Arthur A. Ballantine, by William H. West, C.P.A., New York;
formerly solicitor of the Bureau of Ernest Reckitt, C.P.A., Chicago; Arthur
Internal Revenue, delivered a very in Andersen, C.P.A., Chicago; and J. O.
structive address on “Income Account McKinsey, C.P.A., Chicago. Homer
ing and Income Taxation.” Because of S. Pace, C.P.A., New York, then spoke
his experience before the Board of Tax on “The Relation of the Accountant to
Appeals, Mr. Ballantine was able to Public Service.”
bring out many practical ideas; and, as an
After luncheon, held in the grill room
attorney, spoke from the viewpoint of of the hotel, Mr. F. B. Andrews, C.P.A.,
COMPLIMENTARY dinner was the legal profession rather than from Chicago, gave an interesting talk on
recently given to James J. that of the accounting profession.
“The Principles of Inheritance Taxes.”
Donovan, an old-time Pace stu
After the business meeting which Mr. Nathaniel Seefurth, of Chicago, fol
dent, on the occasion of his appointment
opened the afternoon session, William lowed with a talk on the valuation of
as District Director of the New York H. West, president of the American securities for inheritance tax purposes.
State Income Tax Bureau. The affair Institute of Accountants, spoke about Willis D. Nance, of Chicago, closed the
was held at the Hotel Pennsylvania and the library of the American Institute afternoon session with an address on
more than five hundred friends of Mr. and the splendid opportunity it offers “Procedure before the Board of Tax
Donovan
attended. Mark Eisner, for research and study upon the part Appeals.”
former collector of Internal Revenue of accountants and students of accoun
The banquet, held at 6.30, was well
was toastmaster. Mr. Donovan’s new tancy. Mr. George E. Frazer followed attended. Mr. George E. Frazer, of
appointment came after eight years’ with a talk that was of vital interest Chicago, was toastmaster. Addresses
work in the Income Tax Bureau.
to all accountants present—“Valuation were delivered by William H. West,
for Tax Purposes.”
Following this president of the American Institute of
illuminating talk, Homer S. Pace, Accountants; by Colonel George T.
The Accountant's Service very
chairman of the Bureau of Public Buckingham; by A. P. Richardson,
Affairs of the American Institute of secretary of the American Institute of
to the Management
Accountants, gave a short talk on Accountants; and by Dr. G. W. Dyer,
(Continued from page 27)
“Accounting Activities with Respect to of Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tax Legislation.”
Tennessee.
given individual attention or brought
In the evening there was a dinner
before the management is largely one of dance, held in the main dining room of
training. The power of discriminat the club, followed by several addresses.
ing between the purely routine trans Mr. J. S. Y. Ivins, who was, until his
actions and the indicators of the trend of resignation last September, a member of
business or good will of customers is of the Board of Tax Appeals, having been
prime importance to the successful hand one of the original appointees, voiced his
HE thirty-first fall banquet and
ling of the business and applies to the opinions on the suggested changes being
meeting of the New York Credit
entire organization as well as the planned for the Board of Tax Appeals.
Men’s Association was held at the
accountant’s work.
He brought out particularly that any
Hotel Astor, New York City, on Nov
To sum up the true service of the radical increase in the number of
accountant in its broadest sense the members on the Board would tend to ember 12. An interesting program was
arranged by the Public Meetings Com
following may be mentioned.
make it unwieldy, and would hamper
1. To record and classify properly the rather than aid the rapid disposition of mittee under the chairmanship of H. C.
Bainbridge, Jr.
financial transactions;
cases. Mr. Pace concluded the program
The speakers of the evening follow:
2. To prepare statements at regular by giving a few personal reminiscences of
intervals showing the condition of the his experience in reorganizing the Income William H. Pouch, president of the New
York Credit Men’s Association, toast
business and the results of operations.
Tax Unit during the war under Com master; Alfred J. Sadler, A. M.; Richard
3. To be a self-starter in picking out missioner Daniel C. Roper.
T. Baden, president, National Associa
the significant transactions and in
tion of Credit Men; Dr. Jeremiah W.
analyzing them.
HE tenth regional meeting of the Jenks; Hon. Samuel E. Winslow; and
analyzin. . dcmm.
Music was
American Institute of Accountants Maxwell S. Mattuck.
4. To present the financial trans
for the district comprising Minne furnished by the Cordes and Marks
actions in a clear and concise form.
orchestra.
sota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
5. To aid in their interpretation.

T

Donovan Appointed
Tax Director

A

N. Y. Credit Men’s
Association Banquet
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“Study Accountancy at Pace”
Auditors, controllers, and professional accountants everywhere
give this advice to young men and women who seek Business
or Accountancy training and advancement—who demand oppor
tunity to develop and to earn.
January classes in Accountancy and Business Administration —
both day and evening—are now open for enrollment at Pace
Institute, New York.
There will be, in addition, beginning
classes in Business English and Public Speaking.

Opening dates are as under:

Accountancy:
Monday, January 4, at 6 P. M.
Monday, January 11, at 8 P. M.
Tuesday, February 9, at 9:15 A. M.
(Day School Division)

English:
Wednesday, January 2.0, at 6 P. M.

Public Speaking:
Wednesday, January 2.0, at 8 P M.
Write for a copy of “Pace Men," an interesting booklet containing bio
graphical sketches of Pace students and graduates who have made good,
and for a copy of the Institute “Bulletin.”

Pace Institute
30 Church Street, New York

